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Agricultural Research is vital to Arizona t
Have you stopped recently to re-

flect on the many benefits you today
enjoy which were made possible
through research?

I believe it is reasonable to say that
almost everything that is new and dif-
ferent came to you because it was dis-
covered or developed by a researcher.

And, we, too, in agriculture have
been making our contributions to agri-
cultural progress through research
accomplishments that have come from
the Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station, including its branch stations.

In the Arizona Agricultural Experi-
ment Station the research program
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for the most part is mission oriented.
And, while agricultural research is an
essential part of the educational pro-
gram, it is not regarded primarily as
a vehicle of instruction.

As is frequently expressed, research
represents a mirror of the progress we
shall make in the future. For that
which research reveals, or unfolds,
today, may well be the reservoir from
which most of our progress originates
in the future.

One reason why the Agricultural
Experiment Station has been success-
ful is due to the mission oriented re-
search program. The researchers are
able to exercise imagination and sci-
entific curiosity in their search for
facts which may eventually lead to a
solution to one or more of the many
problems facing agriculture. n

Another reason is that each
searcher has bright, strongly moti-
vated young graduate students who
bring with them a freshness of curi-
osity and a daring of endeavor. These
student attributes are complimented
by the knowledge, wisdom and experi-
ence of the researcher under whom
he works and learns.

And, together we have an excellent
development of research teams which
have accomplished what no other
society has ever accomplished in his-
tory, an excellent supply of healthy,
wholesome food.

2-/-*Ade-eit 744i,e1141.,

Harold E. Myers, Dean
College of Agriculture, and
School of Home Economics



Transition from an Idealized

to an Industrialized Agriculture

"Agriculture has long been consid-
ered different from other occupations.
Farming has been thought to be a
way of life as well as a business, the

erstone of free enterprise, the
bed for social values, a producer

of worthy people, as well as crops and
livestock. This body of belief is as
old as the nation. It has variously
been called agricultural fundamental-
ism, agrarianism, and the agricultural
creed. I shall not try to trace the
origin of these ideas other than to say
that they came from the French physi-
ocrats more than 200 years ago and
that the person most responsible for
their propagation in the United States
was Thomas Jefferson. With this body
of belief we lifted the status of the
American farmer and created an agri-
culture which is the envy and admira-
tion of the world. "'

As a consequence of agrarian
thought, almost everything agricul-
tural was considered unique, different,
set apart. Large -scale corporate en-
terprise was generally approved, but
not in farm production. Rental ar-
rangements were good for other enter-

* Assistant Professor in Agricultural Eco-
nomics.

I Source: Paarlberg, Don, "Is Agriculture
Losing Its Uniqueness," Unpublished Ad-
dress presented to the American Meat In-

te Executive Management Meeting,
h 6, 1 967.

by John R. Wildermuth '

prisers, but farms should be owner -
operated. It was considered appro-
priate to restrict entry into medicine,
plumbing, taxi-driving and barbering,
but everyone who wanted to farm
should be allowed to do so.

The uniqueness of agriculture was
also evidenced in the legislative pro-
cess. Agriculture was the one indus-
try to have a department of govern-
ment and a Cabinet post. Agriculture
received special benefits, such as the
Experiment Stations and the Exten-
sion Service. Agricultural labor was
excluded from general labor legisla-
tion. So dominant was the agricul-
tural creed that for 150 years prior to
the 1930's every major piece of farm
legislation was in conformity with it.

Even in the educational community,
agriculture was unique. All the dis-
ciplines pertain to agriculture, as they
do to other vocations. But when the
educators undertook to apply the dis-
ciplines to agriculture, they set up
special departments : agricultural en-
gineering, agricultural economics, ag-
ricultural education. I am not saying
that this was an error. It may have
been correct. My point is simply that
agricultural production, agricultural
education, and agricultural policy
have all been imbued, to a greater or
lesser extent, with the agrarian phi-
losophy.

But now this whole structure is

crumbling, pulled down by the agri-
cultural revolution. The Jeffersonian
concept of the family farm scarcely
applies to a modern Arizona farm,
with an investment of a half million
dollars. Today's farmer does not place
so high a psychic value on an agri-
cultural occupation that he is willing
to work for half as much as a man in
town. The image of the farmer as
the cornerstone of self- reliance has
been impaired by government pro-
grams that now provide one -fourth of
his net income. The political power
of farmers has been eroding, through
the decline in the number of farms and
through reapportionment.

Major farm legislation, formerly en-
acted each election year on the theory
that it was a political plus, is now con-
sidered at four -year intervals, between
elections, on the theory that it is a
political liability. Agricultural policy,
which formerly was produced by the
"agricultural establishment," is now
the product of many groups, private
and public, in and out of agriculture.
These trends have been resisted at
every step by the farm bloc, the farm
organizations and the Department of
Agriculture. But they have occurred,
nonetheless.

All of this is introductory. My pur-
pose is to pose the alternatives laid
before farmers, prospective farmers,

(Turn to page 16)
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Cost & Profit Comparison of Bailing & Cubint

Alfalfa Hay
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Figure 1. Arizona, New Mexico and California model operations.
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by Dan M. Newman dr

Robert C. Angus*

A technical innovation in alfalfa hay
harvesting was commercially intro-
duced into Arizona agriculture in the
early 1960s. Development of such an
innovation began in the early 1950s
and was first known as a wafering ma-
chine because of the appearance
the product. Later research allele
the form of the hay product to more
closely resemble a cube. Alfalfa hay
in the form of 11/2 inch square cubes
became a significant part of Arizona
agriculture in 1965 when the John
Deere 400 Hay Cuber was commer-
cially introduced into the state.

Each year when alfalfa hay cubes
have been available they have com-
manded a significantly higher price
per ton than the more traditional hay
bales. The price differential has been
mostly due to the savings in labor
costs associated with loading, unload-
ing and feeding of the more cumber-
some bales. Hay cubes may be han-
dled more like grain than bales. Ele-
vators, dump -trucks and skip- loaders
completely preclude the necessity of
ever moving hay cubes by hand.

This paper represents an attempt to
compare the costs and returns associ-
ated with harvesting alfalfa hay in the
form of cubes as opposed to the form
of bales. An additional goal is to de-
termine the extent to which cubing

o Former Graduate Student and Professor,
respectively, Department of Agricultp
Economics.
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Figure 2. In this picture as well as on the
cover is shown hay cubing machines pick-
ing up cured hay after being mowed and
windrowed. Note the sprays of water be-
ing applied to the hay as it is being picked
up. This is done to bring the hay to
proper moisture content for good compac-
tion in the cubing process.

machines are utilized in Arizona hay
harvesting.

Information concerning output,
costs of operation and prices received
for hay was obtained by personal in-
terviews with farmers involved in the
harvesting of alfalfa hay in Arizona.
This information reflected therein rep-
resented the 1968 hay crop. Secon-
dary cost data was furnished by
equipment dealers, insurance com-
panies, petroleum companies and
other agencies supplying input factors
of production to the harvesting enter-
prises.

Not all of the operations considered
in the study performed precisely the
same functions. For example, some
firms hauled hay and others did not
offer such service. Therefore, in order
to standardize operations with direct-
ly comparable services, synthetic bud-
gets were established to represent
both cubing and baling operations of
similar output capacity.

Two different types of operations
ere examined in this study. The first
identified as a custom harvesting

operation. This method assumes that
a harvesting manager performs all of
the harvesting functions in return for
a fixed fee per ton. This operator
never has legal possession of the hay.
The second method is a contractual
arrangement whereby the harvester
purchases hay standing in the field,
harvests the hay and sells the finished
product. In such a situation the price
per ton of the hay standing in the
field is considered a variable cost to
the harvesting enterprise.

Extent of Utilization
This study considered 30 cubing

machines utilized on ten farm enter-
prises. This accounted for all but
seven cubers in use in the state at the
time these machines harvested 127,108
tons of alfalfa hay in 1968. There-
fore, approximately 12 percent of Ari-
zona's alfalfa hay was harvested in
the form of cubes. Headquarters for
all of the cubing enterprises consid-
ered were located in either Maricopa
or Pinal counties.

Actual Operations
Table 1 provides a brief profit sum-

mary of the hay harvesting operations
considered in the study. When con-
tract harvesting was assumed, the
average cubing firm netted $5.22 per

ton more than the average baling firm.
The custom harvesting assumption
yielded an average profit advantage
of $2.38 per ton for the cubers. In
both instances total operating costs
were higher for cubers. However, this
disadvantage was more than compen-
sated for by the bonus price com-
manded by the cubed hay.

Model Operations
Four model harvesting operations

were constructed for the purpose of
standardizing harvest functions. In
each instance it was assumed that the
hay was cut, raked, cubed or baled,
and delivered within a five mile radius
of the field in which it was grown. An
operation with two balers was as-
sumed to have an output capability
corresponding to that of a firm with
one cuber.

The model harvesting operations are
summarized in Table 2. As with the
actual operations the model cubers
have a profit advantage in all instan-
ces. The same is true with one ex-
ception when the ratios of net profits
to total cost per ton expressed as a
percentage are compared. The ex-
ception is revealed when the two baler
custom operation is compared with
the one cuber custom enterprise. In
such situation, the balers have an ad-
vantage of 2.69 percent.

5



Interstate Comparisons
Total costs for the two baler and

one cuber model enterprises presented
in Table 2 were compared with simi-
lar operations in California' and New
Mexico2. Comparisons were made
through the ranges of possible annual
outputs from 1,000 to 7,000 tons. Re-
sults are graphically presented in
Figure 1.

Production costs per ton for both
balers and cubers were highest in
California and lowest in New Mexico.
Arizona costs fell between those of
the other two states. Baling costs
were lower than cubing costs with
one exception. For output levels of
approximately 4,300 to 7,000 tons per
year, New Mexico cubing costs were
less than California baling costs. No
attempt was made to compare returns
and profit levels for baling and cubing
among the three states.

Conclusions
Interpretation of the data may be

masked to a certain degree by the
hay price situation prevailing in 1968.
Much of the alfalfa hay that year was
heavily contaminated by DDT. As a
result, hay prices were significantly
lower than usual.

The higher net profit received by

, h ,;"11"

Figure 3. Another view of the hay cubing
equipment with piles of cubes behind the
machinery.

cuber operators results not from a
cost advantage but from a price ad-
vantage because hay handlers and
feeders prefer the convenience of the
small compact cubes as opposed to
the larger, bulkier bales. Demand for
alfalfa hay cubes and the higher net
returns per ton of cubed hay lead the
economists to forecast that more hay
harvesting firms will adopt hay cubing
machines in the future. The rate of
adoption of the cubing machines will
be affected by the profitability of the

e;,,;,,.,;.;
machines relative to the returns to
management and capital used in al-
ternative enterprises. As more hay
harvesters adopt the cubing machines
and demand for hay cubes is more
nearly satisfied, the rate of adoption
may decrease.
California Grain and Feed Association and
the University of California cooperating.
Proceedings: Alfalfa Cubing and Wafering
Conference, Davis, California, June, 1966.

2 Canady, John D., A Market Performance
Analysis of the New Mexico Alfalfa Hay
Market in 1968. (Unpublished Master of
Science degree thesis, Department of Ag-
ricultural Economics and Agribusiness Nt
Mexico State University, 1969).

Table 1. High Low, and Weighted Average Dollar Profits Per Ton For Alfalfa Hay Harvesting Op-
erations In Arizona, 1968.

Contract baling Custom baling Contract cubing Custom cubing

avg.high low avg. high low avg. high low avg. high low
Returns Per Ton $24.00 $20.00 $22.34 $ 8.50 $ 8.50 $ 8.50 $33.50 $27.00 $28.68 $12.00 $12.00 $12.00
Fixed Cost Per Ton 2.17 3.27 2.39 1.60 3.18 2.39 3.34 4.74 2.91 2.49 4.74 2.91
Variables Cost Per Ton 19.75 20.78 20.94 2.11 5.51 2.94 21.42 23.28 21.54 3.12 5.28 3.54
Total Cost Per Ton 21.95 24.05 23.33 3.71 8.69 5.33 24.81 28.02 24.45 5.61 10.02 6.45
Net Profit Per Ton 2.05 -4.05 -0.99 4.79 -0.19 3.17 8.69 -1.02 4.23 6.39 1.98 5.55

Table 2.

Operation

Total Costs, Total Returns, Net Profits, and Net Profits as a Percentage of Total Cost For
Four Model Hay Operations in Arizona, 1968.

Total Cost
Per Ton

Total Return
Per Ton

2 -baler $22.09 $22.34
1 -cuber 23.85 28.70
8 -baler 21.81 22.34
4 -cuber 23.11 28.70

2 -baler 4.09 8.50
1 -cuber 5.85 12.00
8 -baler 3.81 8.50
4 -cuber 5.11 12.00
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Net Profit
Per Ton

Contractual Harvesting
$ 0.25

4.85
0.53
5.59

Custom Harvesting
4.41
6.15
4.69
6.89

Ratio of Net Profits
To Total Cost Per Ton

1.13%
20.34%
2.43%

24.19%

107.88%
105.13%
123.10%
134.83%
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Root -Rot -Proof

Home Planting

.. . well almost!

by R. B. Streets*

A major hazard in home plantings
in Southern Arizona is that root rot
( Texas or cotton ) will kill trees and
shrubs, greatly damaging the appear-
ance of the landscaping of the home.
Most of the fast -growing, attractive
trees and shrubs are susceptible to
root rot. The average residential lot
is small and after a few years the root
systems of the trees and shrubs over-
lap so that the root -rot fungus, which
grows along the roots, easily travels
from one host to the next.

While we have developed treat-
ments, which if done in time will us-
ually save infected trees and shrubs
( except the very susceptible kinds ),
it is better "to prevent fires than to
put them out." ( See Ariz. Folders
156, 157, 158 for treatments. )

This pathogen can infect 2100 spe-
cies of plants ( the most hosts for any
single organism causing plant dis-
eases ) . However, after much testing,
we have been able to select a list of 91

( Turn to page 16)
ant Pathologist, Emeritus, Plant Pathology

I{ artment.

IMMUNE -
Trees, Palms, Etc.:

Fan Palms
Feather Palms
Bamboos, large
Bamboos, ornamental-
Palo verde, green (Parkinsonia)
Orchid -tree ( Bauhinia )

Shrubs:
Bamboos, medium and small -
Strelitzia Bird of paradise
Dasylirion Spoon plant
Draecena
Giant reed
Pampas grass
Yuccas
Callicarpa americana -
Rosemary
Turk's cap Hibiscus

Plants in High Humus Acid Soil
Escape:

Camellias
Gardenias
Azaleas

Rhododendrons

Perennials and Annuals:
All Amaryllis fam., Aloes
Iris, Rhizome and bulb
All ornamental grasses -
All ferns
Water plants in general
Asparagus ferns
Cannas
Gladiolus
Iris, Rhizome and blub -
Phyllodendrons
Vincas, periwinkles
Mints, in general -
Geraniums
Evergreen honeysuckle*

HIGHLY ANT*
Moderately Susceptible Plant in

treated holes*
Aleppo pine°
Citrus on sour orange root*
Evergreen tamarisk*
Eucalyptus
Hackberries
Maple -leaf mulberry*
Mesquite*
Palo verde, l' ue*
Mimosa, silk Lee*
Osage -orar.
Southern 1: c -oak*
Sycamorc (k'. o ccidentalis) °

Ky. coffc. fee"
Podocai pus elongatus°
Arizona ash**

Acacia f arnesiana *
Arbor vitaes
Ariz. elderberry*
Barberries*
Cedar, Eastern red°
Cedar, Rky. Mtn.*
Cocculus lauri f olia
Cacti**
Jasmine, humile*
Jasmine, Chinese**
Juniper, Pfitzer's*
Lantana, bush**
Lantana, trailing*
Mahonia tri f oliata`
Ocotillo*
Oleander*
Pomegranate*
Plumbago*
Myrtles*
Texas Ranger° ( Leucophyllum)
Syringa, mock orange°

Abronia, sand verbenas*
Candytuft
Cockscomb -
Lavender
Marigolds
Nasturtium
Nierembergia*
Pansies and Violas -
Petunias
Phylox spp.
Sage, garden
Santolina*
Snapdragon -
Stock
Strawflower
Sweet pea'

Vegetables, Fruits, etc.
Strawberry
Asparagus
Onions and garlic - -
Sweet corn
Cucumbers, squash, pumpkin Winter grown vegetables escape
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Developments in International Trade

in Red Meat

by Elmer L. Menzie*

International trade in red meat is
of considerable importance to many
countries, including the United States.
The United States tends to be a net
importer of fairly significant quanti-
ties of meat. It is for this reason that
domestic producers are vitally inter-
ested in the United States meat im-
port policies, as are certain major ex-
porting countries of the world.

World Trade Patterns Changing

Estimates of exports of red meat
from most of the major meat trading
countries of the world were over 10
billion pounds in 1967, and imports
were nearly 9.5 billion. Exports were
up over 62 percent from the 1956 -60
average, whereas imports were up
over 46 percent.

Some significant shifts in trade pat-
terns appear to have been developing
in the past 10 years. Imports to the
United States during the 1960's have
approximately doubled from the 1956-
60 level. In 1967 the United States
imports amounted to over 19 percent
of the total versus less than 14 percent
in the earlier period.

Imports to the United States have
changed rather dramatically. They
rose fairly sharply to a peak in 1963
of over 2 billion pounds, constituting
over 20 percent of the total, then
dropped in 1964 and 1965 to less than
1.4 billion. Since 1965, however, the
trend has been upward again. Ex-
ports of red meat from the United
States tend to be relatively small.

8

Western Europe is also a major net
importer of meat with about two -
thirds of all exports going to this area.
Exports originating in the area have
been increasing in relative importance.
In 1956 -60, Western European exports
accounted for less than 30 percent of
the total, whereas in 1967 they were
nearly 35 percent. Imports to the
United Kingdom accounted for over
50 percent of total red meat imports
in 1956 -60. While actual volume
of U. K. imports has not changed sig-
nificantly, in 1967 they accounted for
only 34.5 percent of the total. This re-
flects the United Kingdom's efforts to
produce more of its own meat needs
as demand has expanded. Common
Market countries, on the other hand,
have increased their meat trade by
doubling exports and tripling imports.
As a result, their net import position
has increased considerably.

There has been a trend toward in-
creased imports to Asian and African
countries, but this remains relatively
small. Most of the increase in im-
ports to Asia has been to Japan, largely
of mutton, lamb, and goat meat. Trade
with the U.S.S.R. has tended to be
fairly erratic. For example, in 1963
and 1967, net exports from the U.S.S.R.
were about 400 million pounds, where-
as in 1965, net imports exceded 500
million pounds. Eastern European
countries have shifted from a trade
balance position to one of a fairly
significant and increasing net exporter.

About 25 percent of the red meat
exports have originated in Australia
and New Zeland. Imports to these
countries are insignificant. South
America is also a major exporting area

with the main supplier being Argen-
tina. From 1956 -60, South America
supplied almost 26 percent of the
total meat exports, but during the
1960's, it declined some in relative im-
portance.

Beef and Veal Predominate
Beef and veal have constituted

slightly more than 50 percent of t
red meat trade, and the proporti
seems to be holding fairly constant.
Pork is next in importance with 30 to
35 percent of the total, and lamb,
mutton, and goat meat make up most
of the remainder. ( One to two per-
cent of the total trade is in horse
meat ) . Between 70 and 75 percent
of United States meat imports are beef
and veal. Trade in pork is concen-
trated largely in Eastern and Western
Europe with Denmark supplying
about 40 percent of the total pork ex-
ports. About 80 percent of mutton,
lamb, and goat meat exports origi-
nate in Australia and New Zealand,
the largest part of which is shipped to
the United Kingdom and Japan.

Self-Sufficiency Policies
Trade in red meat has continued to

expand largely as a result of the grow-
ing demand in North America and
Western Europe. While demand in
these areas will likely continue to
grow with rising incomes and popu-

°Professor, Agricultural Economics
ment.



lations, there are indications that trade
growth may not keep pace due to
emphasis on regional, if not individual
country, self -sufficiency. Trade policy
in the United States has put a ceiling
on import growth, and while demand
is strong, domestic production can be
expected to increase to absorb more
of this expanding market.

Western Europe with its adjustmentent
Problems, especially in the d ' Y in-

stry, has been attempting to shift

more resources into meat production.
It is now approximately self -sufficient
in pork, and through subsidies, trade
restrictions, and other means is work-
ing on the expansion of beef. Current
policy of Common Market countries
includes a major program to subsidize
fattening and slaughter of dairy cat-
tle for beef. This would be in addi-
tion to the protection and subsidiza-
tion program already in effect. Com-
mon Market countries charge 16 per-
cent duty on live animal imports and
20 percent on fresh, frozen, or chilled
meats. In addition, levies may be
charged depending on the relation-
ships between import prices, domes-
tic market prices, and the Common
Market's guide prices. Under certain
conditions, too, the government may
enter the market as a buyer to support
domestic prices.

As indicated earlier, the United
Kingdom is a major meat importer
from other than European producers
and currently is a relatively free mar-
ket. If the U. K. is successful in its
bid to become a member of the Euro-
pean Economic Community, presum-
ably, this will become a more re-
stricted market and fall under the
Community policy of self -sufficiency.
Expansion of the Community may

bring pressures to relax some of its
trade restrictive policies, but internal
pressures and problems in agriculture
suggest that such changes are likely
to be slow in appearing.

Other countries are also trying to
expand meat production. Develop-
ment efforts in some South American
countries have tended to focus on im-
proving the livestock industry. Ar-
gentina and Brazil, for example, have
considerable room for improvement
and expansion. This is also true of
some African countries. Australia and
New Zeland are expanding and New
Zealand, facing difficulties with dairy
product markets, has recently insti-
tuted a policy to encourage fattening
of dairy calves for beef. Eastern Eur-
ope has slowly but continuously been
expanding its exports, while imports
have declined.

It takes considerable time to make
major increases in production, espe-
cially in beef. Thus, it can be ex-
pected that as markets expand, trade
will increase and demand will be
strong for beef producers in the near
future. However, indications are that
the meat exporter can expect to face
an increasingly difficult situation as
the results of current programs and
policies begin to be realized.

Table 1. International Trade in Red Meat for Selected Countries and Regions'
Country
or Region

Average
1956 -60 1961

Exports Imports Exports Imports
1963 1965 19672

Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports

Million Pounds
North
America : 315.9 972.3 305.2 1469.6 441.7 2287.2 414.2 1465.9 374.5 1973.9

U. S. 145.3 890.0 111.7 1338.1 176.6 2085.2 1112 1358.1 102.7 1855.7

South
America: 1609.6 41.9 1362.6 43.7 2172.9 43.5 1847.0 52.3 2128.2 75.7

Argentina 1345.7 1080.0 1846.9 - 1369.5 - 1856.3 -
Uruguay 135.0 136.3 216.4 - 253.0 - 135.8 -

Europe:
E. E. C. 638.7 731.1 845.7 812.8 981.5 1546.7 1026.4 1957.4 1240.4 2226.5
U. K. 39.0 3419.9 17.8 3264.2 27.2 3605.6 54.3 3220.7 65.1 3257.2
W. Europe 1840.6 4348.2 2379.1 4360.5 2799.2 5676.5 2956.2 5796.0 3493.6 6243.8
E. Europe 503.4 519.0 781.8 576.3 809.0 713.1 1058.3 451.8 949.7 511.1

U.S.S.R. 177.9 338.8 162.1 135.6 502.7 73.0 72.5 594.8 445.0 54.1
Africa 50.5 59.3 82.3 64.9 134.0 45.2 140.0 73.0 147.4 100.1

Asia 2.2 152.4 1.3 166.1 5.6 279.6 7.0 330.1 7.5 487.4

(Japan) 0.8 37.9 0.2 81.6 0.3 161.8 0.3 170.7 0.9 296.5
Oceania 1726.3 1875.0 2453.7 4.4 2544.4 3.0 2537.2 0.1

Total Selected
Trading
Countries 6226.4 643L9 6949.9 6816.7 9318.8 9122.5 9030.6 8766.9 10,083.1 9446.0

11956-60 and 1961 based on 46 countries later years included 51 countries.

lrueliminary
rce: Foreign Agricultural Service, World Agricultural Production and Trade, Statistical Reports, USDA, Washington.
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In July and August of 1967 the De-
partments of Agricultural Economics'
and Watershed Management conduct-
ed a household survey to develop a
generalized picture of outdoor recre-
ation participation by Tucson house-
holds. A simple random sample of
250 residential addresses was drawn
from Polk's Tucson City Directory. A
total of 204 households were personal-
ly interviewed about their recreation
activities during the previous year.

Information on all areas visited was
obtained, but the four recreation areas
discussed here are Mt. Lemmon, Sa-
bino Canyon, Madera Canyon, and a
fourth area comprised of Saguaro
National Monument and Tucson
Mountain Park which we have labeled
Saguaro- Tucson Mtn. area. They dif-
fer in natural environments, activity
opportunities, and location, but all of
them are within the day -use distance
zone from Tucson.

What Do They Do
The proportion of households from

which at least one member visited
these areas in the year prior to the
survey is high; 55 percent for Mt.
Lemmon, 52 percent for Sabino Can-
yon, 42 percent for the Saguaro Monu-
ment and Tucson Mountain Area, and
24 percent for Madera Canyon. The
lower proportion visiting Madera Can-
yon is primarily a result of its greater
distance from Tucson.

Even after taking into consideration
the differences in activity opportuni-
ties among the areas, some differences
in activity patterns are seen to exist.
As shown in Table 1, picnicking is the
most popular activity at Mt. Lemmon, Sabino and Madera
Canyon, but not in the Saguaro- Tucson Mountain area
where sightseeing and pleasure driving are the most
popular activities. The probable causal factor is the
presence in the Saguaro- Tucson Mountain area of Old
Tucson and the Arizona- Sonora Desert Museum and visits
to these two specific areas would probably be described
as "sightseeing" by visitors. Hiking is a more popular
activity at Sabino than at the other areas. The presence
of Seven Falls in Lower Bear Canyon in the Sabino area
is an important attraction for hikers.

y . . .... .''.ia/i viy Y.kafL

Tucsonan's Use
of Four Recreation Areas

Visit Characteristics

The characteristics of visits to the four areas are
shown in Table 2. As would be expected, the largest pro-
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portion of households typically visited these areas on
weekends. Because of their location, Sabino and the
Saguaro- Tucson Mtn. areas receive a higher proportion
of visits on weekdays than do the other two areas. Sabino
is visited most frequently.

For those who visited Madera Canyon, the history
of visitation tends to be shorter than for the other areas.
This might be ascribed to more recent facility development
in Madera, previous lack of knowledge, and increased
mobility.

*Dr. King and Mr. Owings are professor and former research assist-
ant, respectively, in the Department of Watershed Management.

Dr. M. M. Kelso, professor, and Mr. Carter Cox, former research
assistant, in the Department of Agricultural Economics cooperated
in the survey.
2 Resident University students were members of the households
sampled, but when a young "`"p y g person reaches that age bracket he t
to participate separately from his family.



Table 1. Activities at the four areas.
Area

Activity
Mt.

Lemmon
Sabino Madera

Canyon Canyon

Saguaro-
Tucson
Mtns.

(percent of households visiting)'

Swimming 1 6

Fishing 1 - 2

Camping 10 - 12 3

Hunting 1 - 6

Hiking 15 23 14 8

Nature Walks 11 11 10 3

Picnicking 63 64 71 32
Driving for

pleasure & SS 43 24 22 75
Number of

Households 112 106 49 85

I These percentages will not sum to 100 because
activity could be engaged in by the visitors.

Substitution Possibilities

more than one

From the standpoint of use pressures, the Mt. Lem-
mon and Sabino Canyon areas present important manage-
ment and planning problems. One possible alternative is to
reduce pressures by attempting to transfer use from these
areas through further development of Madera Canyon
and development of additional areas such as Pima Canyon
in the western end of the Santa Catalinas. Whether this
is a reasonable alternative depends on how recreation

Iiiitors view these areas as substitutes for Mt. Lemmon
Sabino Canyon. A first attempt at answering this

question with respect to existing areas was made by ask-
ing the following question of those respondents who had
indicated a favorite recreation area : "If ( name of favorite
area) were closed, where would you go ?" The responses
to this question for those favoring Sabino Canyon and
those favoring Mt. Lemmon are shown in Table 3.

It is slightly distressing to note that for these re-
spondents the two problem areas, Mt. Lemmon and
Sabino, are the primary substitutes for each other. It
also may seem confusing when the location and environ-
ments of the two are considered. Mt. Lemmon is further
away from Tucson than Sabino and its climate is such that,
except for winter sports, it is a summer use area while
Sabino is primarily a winter use area. However, the
presence of water in Sabino during the summer may pro-
vide a kind of substitute for the climatic relief afforded by
the elevation of Mt. Lemmon. This presence of water
probably explains the apparent lack of substitutability
between Sabino and the Saguaro- Tucson Mtn. area.

Madera Canyon appears to be a better substitute for
Mt. Lemmon than for Sabino Canyon. Madera is a
"newer" area for its visitors than Mt. Lemmon and Sabino
are for their visitors. This may be an indication that
substitution of Madera for Mt. Lemmon and Sabino may
already be taking place and it may accelerate as people
become more familiar with Madera.

In considering whether or not additional development
in other areas is a reasonable means of reducing pressures
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Mt. Lemmon and Sabino Canyon several qualifications
st be noted with respect to the results from this ques-

Table 2.

Time of
Visit

Weekday
Weekend
Vacation

Visit characteristics.

Mt. Sabino Madera
Lemmon Canyon Canyon

Visits per Year
1 -3
4 -7
8 +

Years Visited
1
2 -8
9 +

Typical Length
of Visit (hours)

Saguaro-
Tucson
Mtns.

(percent of visiting households)
15 25 15 28
83 69 83 69

2 6 2 3

75 66 85 77
12 18 10 10
12 16 4 11

14 10 30 17
38 42 44 36
48 48 26 47

4 3 3 3

tion. First, it was asked only of those who stated the area
as their favorite. This means that these are visitors most
likely not to transfer their activity to another area. In
the light of this it is encouraging that a minority, in either
case, would stay home or desire to go to the other of the
two areas.

A second qualification is that only resident house-
holds were sampled. A considerable proportion of the
visitors to Sabino are thought to be non -resident winter
visitors and University students.' Nothing can be said
about the reactions of these kinds of visitors.

On balance it seems that the development of addi-
tional capacity elsewhere as an alternative means of re-
ducing use pressures on Sabino and Mt. Lemmon should
continue to be given consideration along with other al-
ternatives.

More rigorous study of substitution relationships
among recreation areas is needed. The information de-
veloped from such study would be useful both for man-
agement decisions such as the Coronado National Forest
faces in the Mt. Lemmon and Sabino areas and for pre-
dicting use of proposed recreation areas. These relation-
ships are a part of the better picture of recreation demand
that is needed for recreation planning and development.

Table 3. Substitute Areas for
ing Sabino Canyon

Substitute Area Sabino Canyon

Households Favor-
or Mt. Lemmon.

Mt.. Lemmon

Sabino 25

Mt. Lemmon 30

Madera Canyon 10 20

Saguaro- Tucson Mtns. 5 6

Other 10 11

Stay Home 15 13

Don't Know 30 25
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In Central Arizona . .

Planting Dates Influence Yields
of Sugar Beets

by John M. Nelson and Robert E. Dennis*

Sugarbeets are now an important
crop in Arizona's agricultural econ-
omy. This year beets accounted for
17,500 acres of irrigated crop land in
central Arizona. In addition, 3,000
acres of spring planted beets will be
harvested in late fall in the south-
eastern part of the state.

As with other crops, the yield per
acre for sugarbeets in central Arizona
has varied from year to year, but has
averaged near 20 tons per acre with a
sugar content of 14.5 to 15 percent.
Efficient operation of the 20 million
dollar beet processing plant near
Chandler requires that the tonnage of
beets processed each day be at or
near capacity and that harvest be ex-
tended over the longest possible time.

Most of the beets produced in cen-
tral Arizona are harvested during May,
June, and July. High temperatures
that occur during this period make
storage of harvested roots for more
than several days impractical. Be-
cause of this, beets must be dug and
delivered to the factory each day dur-
ing the three month campaign. In
order to uniformly program factory
operations, growers harvest one -third
of their crop during each month of
the campaign.

The yield, both in tonnage of roots
and pounds of sugar, is usually lowest
for the portion of the crop harvested
early. Because of the necessity for
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starting harvest before maximum
yields have been attained, the sugar
company is now paying a small bonus
for beets dug during the first 20 days
of the campaign.

Samples taken by the sugar com-
pany from commercial fields have
shown that beets planted in late Au-
gust and early September produce the
highest yields, particularly when har-
vested in May. The results of these
sampling studies and University of
Arizona planting date research indi-

cate that beets should be planted in
September in central Arizona.

Planting Date Research
Data concerning the effect of pia t

ing date on root yield and sugar co -

tent show the importance of timely
planting of beets. The experiments

Farm Specialist, Agricultural Experiment
Station, and Extension Agronomist, Coopera-
tive Extension Service, respectively.

The effect that date of planting has on the relative size and yield of sugarbeet roe",
harvested in June. (Units of measure in grid at left of photo are in inches.)



on which this information is based
were conducted at the University of
Arizona Mesa Branch Experiment

rm during two growing seasons.
wo dates of planting were used in

the first experiment. Stands were
established in a Laveen clay loam soil
on September 30 and October 24 in a
randomized complete block design.
Plantings were made by placing seed
of the variety S 302 -H in dry soil on
40 -inch, double -row beds on the above
dates and irrigating immediately after-
ward.

Plants in each plot were fertilized
using a total of 200 pounds of nitro-
gen and 60 pounds of P205 per acre.
The amount of irrigation water ap-
plied was influenced by the date of
planting and harvest. Early planted,
late harvested beets received the
largest application of water, approxi-
mately five acre feet per acre.

The results of this experiment are
shown in Table 1. Late September
planted beets produced over seven
tons more roots per acre than those
planted October 24, when beets were
harvested in May. The yield advan-
tage of the earlier planting date was
statistically significant for May and
June harvests, but not for July. In
this experiment, root yields increased

r.
Table 1.

Planting
Date

Sept. 33
Oct. 24
LSD at 5%

Level

an average of nine tons per acre dur-
ing the 60 day period after the May
12 harvest date. The percent of
sugar in the beets was not affected
by planting dates. Nearly 15 percent
of the beets in the September plant-
ing produced seed stalks compared to
less than one percent for those planted
in October.

In order to further evaluate the in-
fluence of planting dates on sugarbeet
production in central Arizona, a more
comprehensive study was conducted
the following year. This experiment
included five planting dates and three
harvest dates.

The planting plan and establish-
ment methods used for the second ex-
periment were similar to those of the
previous year. In this study, S 301 -H,
a monogerm, non -bolting variety with
good curly top resistance, was planted.
Results obtained in this experiment
are given in Table 2.

Data obtained in the second experi-
ment again demonstrated the advan-
tage of early planting dates. This ad-
vantage was greatest when beets were
harvested in May. In this experiment,
the late planted beets did not pro-
duce yields as high as those planted
earlier, even at the July harvest. Beets
planted at the earliest date and har-

Effect of two planting and three harvest dates on
sugar production of sugarbeets at Mesa, Arizona.

Harvest Date
May 12 June 9 July 10

Root
Yield

(Tons /A)
22.7
15.2

vested May 15 also contained a sig-
nificantly higher percentage of sucrose
than those planted later.

Beets planted as late as October 20
and November 7 produced low yields
at all harvest dates. There was but
limited root growth of plants in all
plots after the June 15 harvest re-
gardless of planting date. Less than
one percent of the plants in any plot
produced seed stalks during this ex-
periment.

Summary
Research indicates that sugarbeets

should be planted in September in
central Arizona. Planting dates earlier
than September are not suggested be-
cause of the need to maintain at least
a 30 day beet free period.

The number of seed stalks produced
in these experiments was generally
greater for early than for late planted
beets. However, the variety now used
in Arizona has good bolting resistance
and only a small percentage of seed
stalks has been produced in commer-
cial fields.

Stand establishment and weed con-
trol are generally more difficult for
early than for late planted beets. Even
with these problems, planting in Sep-
tember is suggested because of greater
root and sugar yield potential.

root yield, sucrose content, and gross

Gross Root Gross Root Gross
Sucrose Sugar Yield Sucrose Sugar Yield Sucrose Sugar

( %) (Lbs /A) (Tons /A) ( %) (Lbs /A) (Tons /A) ( %) (Lbs /A)
11.4 5,180 26.1 11.9 6,210 28.2 12.4 6,990
11.3 3,440 20.4 12.1 4,940 27.8 12.2 6,780

2.2 N.S. 590 3.8 N.S. 800 N.S. N.S. N.S.

* Least Significant Difference, LSD.

Table 2. Effect of five planting and three harvest dates on root yield, sucrose content, and gross
sugar production of sugarbeets at Mesa, Arizona.

Harvest Date
June 15 July 15

Root
Planting Yield

Date (Tons /A)

Aug. 20 19.4
Sept. 19 15.1
Oct. 3 14.0
Oct. 20 9.5
Nov. 7 5.1
LSD ** at 5%

Level 1.0

May 15

Sucrose
( %)

13.4
12.4
12.1
12.5
10.8

0.4

Least Significant Difference, LSD.

Gross
Sugar

(Lbs /A)

5,200
3,740
3,390
2,380
1,100

800

Root
Yield

(Tons /A)

23.4
19.2
18.1
14.3

8.9

3.5

Sucrose
( %)

14.1
13.2
13.4
13.1
13.3

0.6

Gross
Sugar

(Lbs /A)

6,600
5,070
4,850
3,750
2,370

Root
Yield

(Tons /A)

23.6
19.0
17.4
15.6

9.5

Sucrose
( %)

14.0
13.0
13.3
13.4
14.3

840 2.7 0.6

Gross
Sugar

(Lbs /A)

6,610
4,940
4,630
4,180
2,720

880
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Subsurface Irrigation of Citrus

by D. D. Fangmeier, Moises C. S. Leao, R. H. Hilgeman and W. G. Matlock'

Subsurface irrigation is utilized in areas having favor-
able soil characteristics and naturally, or artificially con-
trolled high water tables. A second method of subsurface
irrigation permits application of water below the soil sur-
face by man -made devices. Apparent advantages and
the development of new technology have prompted a
recent increase in research on this type of irrigation.

To study subsurface irrigation of citrus, a system was
designed and installed in 1966 in young grapefruit trees
at the Citrus Experiment Station in Tempe.** Two 4 -tree
plots with subsurface irrigation and an adjacent 4 -tree
control plot with surface irrigation were established. The
soil in the plots is a well - drained Laveen gravelly, sandy
loam. A calcium carbonate concentration of 2 to 4 per
cent occurs in the upper 30 inches with a porous caliche
layer below this level.

The System
In 1966 and 1967, the subsurface system consisted

of perforated plastic pipe, 1/2 inch in diameter, buried
about 6 inches below the surface in a 40 -inch diameter
circle around each tree. The pipe perforations in the
north plot were 1/32 -inch diameter holes spaced 15
inches apart. In the south plot, 1/16 -inch diameter holes
on 30 -inch centers were used. In 1968, an additional con-
centric ring of 1/2-inch plastic pipe, 70 inches in diameter,
having 1/16 -inch holes spaced 15 inches apart, was placed
around each tree in both plots.

Method and Results
The water for irrigation was obtained from deliveries

of the Salt River Project to the Citrus Experiment Station
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and applied to the subsurface plots with pressures from
1/2 to 2 pounds per square inch. Two strainers were
used to remove solid particles. The dissolved salt conte `.,
of the water varied from 320 to 1760 parts per million will
an average value of about 750. Some plugging of the
perforations occurred, probably from solid material left
in the pipe during installation or from particles which
passed through the strainers. Salt deposits or tree roots
may have contributed to the problem.

During the first three years, irrigations were applied
at approximately two -week intervals. In 1967, tensi-
ometers placed 8 inches from the tree, indicated a lower
moisture content occurred in the subsurface plots than
in the surface plots. Tensiometers were also placed 25
inches from the tree in 1968 with the same indications as
in 1967.

In 1969, the north plot was irrigated at one week in-
tervals and the south and control plots at two week in-
tervals. The same quantity of water was applied to both
subsurface plots during the season, however, the tensi-
ometers indicated soil in the south plot had a much lower
moisture content just prior to irrigation than in the north
plot. Tensiometer readings in the north subsurface plot
and the surface irrigated control plot were similar.

The average depth of water applied per acre per year
is shown in Table 1. These values are based on approxi-
mate water depths over an area 23 feet by 6 feet per

Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Engineering,
University of Arizona; Assistant Professor, College of Agriculture,
University of Ceará, Fortalezea, Ceara, Brazil; Horticulturist, Tempe
Citrus Experiment Station, University of Arizona; and Associate
Professor, Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of
Arizona, Respectively.
* * This study was initiated by Dr. C. D. Busch.



tree in the control plot. The water to the subsurface
plots was measured with meters and the depth determined

*He 1. Water applied in acre -feet per acre of
surface area irrigated.

Acre -Feet /Acre
Year Subsurface Surface

1966 2.3 3.6

1967 3.7 4.2

1968 5.2 4.7

1969 4.5 4.5

for a circular area 14 inches in radius greater than the
largest ring of perforated pipe installed. The 14 -inch value
was based on the lateral distance of water movement dur-
ing a normal irrigation.

A considerable water savings can be achieved by irri-
gating only a small area around each tree. Table 2 shows
the average amount of water applied per tree per year.

Table 2. Water applied to citrus by surface and
subsurface irrigation.

WATER APPLIED

Cubic feet /tree

ear Subsurface Surface

Per cent:

Subsurface
x 100

Surface

6 58 500 12

1967 93 580 16

1968 271 640 42

1969 234 620 38

In 1966 and 1967 subsurface delivery was 12 per cent and
16 per cent of the surface water applied for those years,
respectively. The increase to 42 per cent in 1968 and
38 per cent in 1969 was caused by adding the second ring
of pipe and consequently irrigating a larger area. The
60 per cent water reduction is still a significant amount,
although this will decrease as the trees mature and a
larger area is irrigated.

Table 3. Effect of surface and subsurface irriga-
tion on average trunk area.

Growth
Period

Trunk Cross -Sectional Area,
square inches

Surface
Irrigation

Subsurface
Irrigation

South North
Plot Plot

1967 2.0 1.6 1.4

1968 4.4 3.4 3.0

8.2 5.2 4.89

Yield data are not yet available, however, trunk cross -
section measurements clearly show the surface irrigated
trees are larger ( Table 3 ) . The difference probably re-
ults from one or more of the following conditions on the
subsurface plots : plugging of holes causing uneven water
distribution, insufficient volume of wetted soil for the
irrigation frequency used and limited lateral movement of
water from the perforated pipe. The 40 -inch ring was too
large to provide water to the root ball without applying
an excess amount which wasted water below the root zone.
Because of these water distribution problems and lack of
an economical mechanical means for installing the rings,
this design is not recommended. However, it is believed
that trees of comparable size can be obtained by sub-
surface irrigation using improved design and management.

Distribution of Salts
Studies have shown that the distribution of salts in

the soil after irrigation is dependent upon the method of
irrigation used. Subsurface systems tend to result in salt
accumulations above the buried pipe. To study the salt
accumulation in the plots, 60 soil samples were taken in
November 1968 and saturation extracts analyzed for salt
content.

The results of the soil analysis for salt content are
shown in Table 4. Each value represents an average of
several samples taken at the same depth and distance from
a tree. The salt content increased in the subsurface irri-
gated plots, particularly near the trees. The greatest ac-

Table 4. Soil salinity as determined by the elec-
trical conductivity of a saturation ex-
tract.

Soil Salinity, millimhos per cm.

Depth of Subsurface Irrigation Surface Irrigation

Sample,

Inches

Distance from Tree, Distance from Tree,
Inches Inches

55 80 132 48 132

0- 6
6 -12

12 - 18
18 -24

6.47 3.13
2.19 1.48
1.20 1.55
1.40 1.25

2.02
1.89
1.37
1.86

0.83
0.84
1.07
1.65

0.85
0.55
0.47
0.63

cumulation is found in the top 6 inches. The concentra-
tion of salts at a few locations has reached a level capable
of affecting plant development ( electrical conductivity
greater than 2.5 -3 millimhos /centimeter for grapefruit) .
An appreciable difference between the two treatments can
be noted.

The possibility of reducing water application with
subsurface irrigation could be a great advantage to Ari-
zona. However, more information is needed on design
and management of subsurface systems under a variety
of soil, water and plant situations. This study is therefore
being continued and expanded as new ideas and products
become available. For example, a subsurface system using
microporous plastic pipe is planned for 1970. The micro -
porous pipe is 1/2 -inch in diameter and has pores approxi-
mately 3 to 10 microns in diameter which allow water
to pass through the pipe wall.
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From Idealized to Industrialized Agriculture
(From page 3)

and all others with a current or po-
tential vested interest in agriculture.
There are two alternatives, two ideo-
logical views with which one can op-
erate.

One alternative is to affirm ad-
herence to the agricultural creed, to
support the agricultural establish-
ment, to accept some agricultural
orientation and to fight tooth and nail
just to become a martyr.

Some would say that these issues
are purely economic and that agri-
culture's problems would disappear if
farmers could somehow force con-
sumers to pay higher prices for farm
products. The truth of the matter is
that agricultural incomes have been
lower for a given set of human and
capital resources than if these re-
sources were used in nonfarm enter-
prises simply because too many people
want to stay in agriculture. This over-
abundance of desire to stay and work
in agriculture does provide an abun-
dance of inexpensive food and fiber
for consumers, but at the same time,
it depresses agricultural prices and
thus, agricultural incomes. You can't
have your cake and eat it, too. If you
must hold to the old order, you better
be prepared to accept the fact that
you will be "paying for the privilege"
of being a consumer of the rural ethic.

The other alternative is to accept
the passing of agricultural fundamen-
talism, with all its consequences.

It may indeed be that you have no
real alternative; to try to hold to the
old order is really little more than a
rear -guard action. It is a cliché of
our times, but nevertheless true, that
competition and technology force us
to accept change. Agricultural in-
terests supported the Farmers Home
Administration in an unsuccessful ef-
fort to maintain large numbers of
people on the land. They resisted re-
apportionment, and lost. They are in
the process of losing the battle to ex-
clude agricultural labor from general
labor legislation. In all of these
battles, the agricultural creed was the
rallying call. Any effort on the part
of agriculture to rally support based
on the agricultural creed will un-
doubtedly fail, as previous efforts
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have failed.
Big business, high finance, con-

sumer s o v e r e i g n t y, environmental
quality, social and racial equality
these are the forces that are driving
our nation today. We are becoming
a homogenized society and all agri-

culturalists will be doing themsel 1

and modern rural and modern urban
21st century America more service if
they will dwell less on the beauties
of their agricultural past and more on
how to function in a complex indus-
trialized society.

Root - Rot Proof Garden

( From page 7 )

kinds of plants that are either immune
or resistant to root rot. This list is quite
adequate to permit choice of material
for an attractive landscape as it con-
tains 20 trees, 34 shrubs, 15 perennials,
15 annuals, and 7 summer vegetables.
As the average home planting has from
1 to 3 kinds of trees, and 3 to 8 kinds
of shrubs there is room for personal
choice.

If holes are prepared for planting
trees and shrubs adequately by treat-
ing soil with manure, soil sulphur and
ammonium phosphate ( Folder 158)
the plantings will be protected against
root rot, the soil enrichment also will

double or triple the rate of growth.
While this preparation is not needed
to protect the immune plants, the in-
crease in growth applies to these also.

Note that root rot kills plants in
the hot months, mostly July to Oc-
tober; vegetables and flowers grown
from October to May escape injury
from root rot. Acid loving plants,
such as camellias, gardenias, azaleas,
and rhododendrons, also escape when
grown in soil with half peat moss or
other humus.

It is probable that by using immu
and resistant plants ( even with
treatment of holes ) that the pianti
would be free from root rot, and more
certain if holes were treated. Trees
or shrubs chosen from the list of
moderately susceptible plants in Fold-
er 158 might also remain free from
root rot if planted in treated holes.
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